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Dear Southbaltic Friends,
Welcome to the first issue of the South Baltic Programme newsletter!
We hope that our “Compass” will guide you through the South Baltic Programme,
make you familiar with its scope and specific profile and provide more information about the Programme from different angles – the European Commission, the
Managing Authority, the Contact Points and the Joint Technical Secretariat of the
South Baltic Programme.
One of the features of the South Baltic Programme is being close to the beneficiaries, therefore in each number of the “Compass” you will meet direct contacts
in your regions – our Contact Points in the South Baltic countries.
Do expect to find here a number of useful tips from the JTS team on development and successful implementation of the projects as well as to read the successful stories from the projects that have been already approved during the first
call for proposals.
And, finally, we are willing to introduce to you the appealing South Baltic area
and its distinctive features. In this regard, we hope that a small dictionary presenting the 5 South Baltic languages as well as a smart recipe from the South
Baltic cuisine will bring you closer to this fascinating region!
Enjoy the reading!
The Southbaltic Team

Second call for proposals closed: 22 applications received
The second call for proposals of the South Baltic Cross-border Co-operation Programme 2007-2013 was open from 20 October 2008
to 9 Janaury 2009, and brought to life altogether 22 interesting cross-border cooperation project applications. Total budget of received
project applications amount to almost 23 MEUR (total co-financing of ERDF is 18,28 MEUR).
The Steering Committee of the
South Baltic Cross-border Cooperation Programme will decide on approval of project applications during the meeting
which will be held on 6-8 April
2009 in Kalmar, Sweden. Please
check our next Newsletter issue
for further information.
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The specific profile of the South Baltic Programme:
from the implementation point of view
Being one of the new initiatives implemented within the framework of the European Territorial Cooperation objective,
the South Baltic Cross-border Co-operation Programme 2007 - 2013 has some distinguished features which make it an
interesting programme, promoting co-operation in a new area where cross-border cooperation structures have not been
set at a full scale yet.

r Focus on co-operation over sea rather than over land borders:
This means that some traditional cross-border activities like
planning and construction of roads, planning and building of
cross-border checking points are of minor importance under the
South Baltic Programme;

The aim of the Programme is to strengthen the sustainable development of the South Baltic area through joint actions increasing
its competitiveness and enhancing integration among people and
institutions. Institutions involved in the management processes
will aim to create new possibilities for development, will concentrate on people-to-people initiatives as well as on innovations. The
Programme will aim also to create new alternative for beneficiaries in the south Baltic regions, as compared to other EU programmes implemented in this region.
The relatively small budget of the Programme, shall be perceived
as an asset, allowing the actors to build closer relationships and
cooperation platforms, especially with the managing and implementing institutions.
While creating new possibilities for development in the region, the
Programme management will focus also on fulfilling its obligations towards the European Commission.
The goal is to ensure the efficient management and implementation of the Programme in accordance with the principle of the
sound financial management. Especially important is to ensure
the financial flow within the Programme during the whole programming period, which will be of the advantage for the beneficiaries as well as for the Programme itself, as it will allow to avoid
the decommitment risk towards the European Commission.

r Unusual fields of cooperation:
The unique thematic profile of the South Baltic Programme
allows bilateral and multilateral actions in a number of fields that
are not covered by other transnational and cross-border cooperation programmes in the South Baltic area. Examples are social
and youth issues, cultural exchange, life-long and e-education, or
people-to-people contacts. Activities that support tourism, entrepreneurship and SMEs, integration of labour markets and fostering knowledge based economy at sub-national and local levels are
also welcome;
r Cultivating the “cross-border cooperation heritage” in the
South Baltic area:
The South Baltic Programme sees itself as a vehicle for continuing and further intensifying both multilateral and bilateral cooperation and contacts that have been established in the course of
what can be called the “cross-border cooperation heritage” in the
South Baltic area. This heritage includes e.g. activities within the
framework of the Euroregions Baltic and Pomerania as well as
bilateral cooperation agreements between regions or municipal
partnerships;

What is specific in the South Baltic Programme?
The South Baltic Programme can be characterized by the particular
features:

r Fostering cooperation between regions:
In contrast to transnational cooperation, the focus of the South
Baltic Programme is on cooperation between regions rather than
on cooperation between countries. This implies that the common

r Promoting both bilateral and multilateral cooperation:
Although multilateral cooperation is the main focus, the South
Baltic Programme welcomes also bilateral cooperation between
the involved regions that cannot be covered by other cross-border
cooperation programmes;
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The specific profile of the South Baltic Programme
Baltic area, applicable there and easily transferable through different pan-Baltic networks active in the area (e.g. Euroregions,
UBC).

problems to be solved by South Baltic Programme projects do not
necessary have to represent issues having significance at a
national scale, but can origin from concrete local and regional
needs. Local and regional authorities as well as NGOs are especially regarded as important partners in such projects and are
therefore explicitly invited by the programme;

2 Transnational projects with higher budgets
The distinctive feature of such projects should be strengthening
development of the whole SB area. Project should be based on
competitiveness, integration or sustainability enhancement of the
whole SB area. It is recommended to have adequate partnership
in line with ambition of strengthening development of the whole
SB area. Innovativeness gives additional credit to such projects,
although is not compulsory.

r Being close to beneficiaries:
The South Baltic Programme keeps a network of regional Contact
Points in all countries and each of the participating regions. It
gives information on the Programme and advice to potential
applicants “on the spot” and – as far as possible – in national languages. Therefore, first contact with the Programme and a fruitful dialogue with beneficiaries is facilitated;

3 Projects creating SB identity and positioning this area at the
map of Baltic Sea Region and the European map.
Both transnational and bilateral projects could be implemented
under such category. Their genuine feature should be focus on
particular SB strength (or asset), but in addition to that also a
branding component, clear link to important European or BSR
processes (climate change, innovation fostering, EU BSR strategy).
The broader impact i.e. EU or Baltic applicable solutions is also
appreciated. For example such projects should aim at creation of
permanent South Baltic cultural festival, South Baltic center for
SME co-operation or South Baltic cruise product. They can also
aim at implementation of EU BSR strategy, Helcom Action Programme with particular circumstances of the South Baltic area.

r Welcoming small, but well developed projects:
Compared to transnational programmes, the South Baltic Programme aims at projects that are smaller in size and less complex in their partnership structure. An eligible project partnership
can be constituted by only two partners from two different countries. Evaluating “value for money”, the average size of a project
is recommended to be between 500.000 and 1.000.000 EUR. In
Measure 2.4, even a minimum size of 50.000 EUR may be eligible;
r Soft outcomes, exchange and networking as values in itself:
Having people’s needs in focus, the South Baltic Programme supports explicitly intercultural dialogue, conceptual work, exchange
of knowledge and transfer of successful practices between the
involved regions as this may bring positive synergy effects.
Durable cooperation networks, conceptual documents and direct
people-to-people contacts are regarded as important and valuable
outputs of the Programme. The preparation of investments is an
asset. Related project activities are encouraged, but even without
a project can demonstrate high quality.

Managing Authority and the Joint Technical Secretariat
of the South Baltic Programme

Managing Authority of the South Baltic Programme
The South Baltic Programme is managed by the Polish Ministry
of Regional Development and within the Ministry the Territorial
Cooperation Department has responsibility for ensuring smooth
implementation of the Programme.
In the new 2007 – 2013 perspective, apart from the South Baltic
Programme, the Department manages two other European Territorial Cooperation programmes and two European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument programmes. It also acts as a
national coordinator for four cross-border, two transnational
and one interregional programme.

What type of projects we expect?
Following projects could illustrate the South Baltic Programme
expectations:
1 Projects that are smaller in size and less complex in their
partnership structure
This first of all means bilateral (genuine cross-border) projects.
Such projects should solve concrete local problems (originating
from local/regional needs) which require transnational approach
(e.g. networking, know-how transfer etc.). They should offer tangible and clearly visible results. Three issues require particular
attention in such projects: value for money (a ratio between
results and costs (ERDF grant), degree of innovativeness and
South Baltic impact.
Innovation may refer to radical changes in thinking, products,
processes, or organizations not happened before. Usually innovation means new ideas applied successfully. The innovation focus
makes South Baltic Programme a source of inspiration for broad
range of stakeholders.
Wide dissemination of results is also very important. Results
could be disseminated as a model solutions elaborated under
particular project but interesting for other regions in the South

For more information on managing structures please see our
next Newsletter.
The Head of the Department is:
Ms Iwona Brol
Contact details:
Ministry of Regional Development of Poland
Territorial Cooperation Department
ul. Wspólna 2/4
00-926 Warszawa
Poland
tel. +48 22 501 51 04
fax +48 22 501 51 56
www.mrr.gov.pl
www.funduszeeuropejskie.gov.pl
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Interview with Aleksandra Schoetz-Sobczak,
Commission’s Desk Officer for the South Baltic Programme
You are the Desk Officer for several EU Territorial Co-operation
Programmes. Could you tell our readers what are the main similarities and differences between these Programmes and the
South Baltic Programme?
I am a Desk Officer of the following programmes: South Baltic,
Mecklenburg-Zachodniopomorskie, Lubuskie-Brandenburg and
Poland-Slovak Republic. One unique aspect of the South Baltic is
the number of countries involved – five is more than usual and this
is the only cross-border programme in the EU which covers this
number of 'multi-country' areas. The second main difference
relates to the maritime dimension – all the participating regions
share sea borders. However, despite these fairly obvious differences, the Programme shares many common themes and ambitions with others: the main purpose of all these programmes is to
focus on the contribution that they can make to correct imbalances and promote cohesion between regions in the European
Union.

The South Baltic Programme is a new cross-border initiative uniting regions in 5 countries around the Baltic Sea. What are your
expectations related to this Programme?

The European Commission is now actively developing the EU
Baltic Sea region strategy. How do you think it will affect the
South Baltic Programme? What kind of added value would you
expect from our Programme in regard to the successful implementation of the Strategy?

Over recent years, thousands of projects have been developed
under the "INTERREG" Community Initiative which demonstrate the
benefits for regions of working in partnership, sharing ideas and
innovative ways of using European investment.
Starting from 2007, "Territorial Cooperation" is a fully-fledged
objective of the European Cohesion policy. This is a clear endorsement of its importance. In this context, the European Commission
and I as the Desk Officer with specific responsibility for the programme, have high expectations for cross-border initiatives such
as the South Baltic. On one hand, we hope that experienced partners will work constructively together to achieve positive and visible results which really show the added value of co-operation in
this area. On the other hand, there should be also new partners to
learn from the experienced ones. We also hope that the true potential of the region – the strengths of its highly-skilled people, good
research centres, renewable energy sources etc. – will be exploited
to the maximum to improve its weaker points, such as environmental issues.

The Baltic Sea region is one of the most competitive regions of the
EU, and indeed, in the world. I have already mentioned some of
the achievements of cooperation between EU regions over past
years, and in this respect, the EU strategy for the Baltic Sea
Region (currently under preparation) aims to take such cooperation one step further.
As a region where all the countries are facing similar challenges,
but also having several specific features which call for increased
cooperation across the whole region, the Baltic Sea Region is considered a pilot region – where innovation, forms of economic generation, environmental standards and forms of cooperation all
meet with success in practice.
The South Baltic programme will definitely contribute to the objectives of the Strategy making the Baltic Sea Region an environmentally sustainable, prosperous, accessible, attractive and safe place.

The South Baltic Programme has two priorities - "1. Economic
competitiveness"; "2. Attractiveness and common identity". What
type of projects you would you like to see within these priorities?

Finally, anything more you would like to add? Maybe some tips to
the future applicants?

In the European Union today, cooperation and sharing experience
between regions is key to stimulating economic competitiveness.
We in the European Commission are looking for projects that make
a difference, with concrete results.
We want to see projects improving the labour market situation in the
area, projects which build links and cooperation in technical and
higher education, projects which improve transport connectivity...
We are also keen to see projects managing environmental threats
and promoting sustainable economic use of natural resources. We
are also interested in cultural heritage, particularly the tourism sector, the development of renewable energy sources and energy savings, and local initiatives encouraging people-to-people contacts.

I would like to stress the importance of relationships, in particular
the need to consolidate good working relationships between programme partners and programme bodies. At this stage, the European Commission is pleased with work of the Managing Authority
and the Joint Technical Secretariat at doing just that. I would also
strongly encourage the project applicants to contact the Joint Technical Secretariat at the start of their project preparations to get
advice and support. Please keep in mind that informing and communicating on the projects and their impact on the region is an
integral part of the project work. Communicate your results!
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Projects of the first call: UNITED
The first call for proposals of the South Baltic Programme was held from 26 March 2008 until 30 April 2008. 17 project proposals were
submitted with the total value of 17,8 MEUR of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
The first Steering Committee of the South Baltic Programme of
3 July 2008 approved 4 project applications amounting to more
than 4,5 MEUR (ERDF). All 4 projects are implemented under the
Programme Measure 2.3. “Sustainable use of natural and cultural heritage for regional development”.
Approved projects/Lead Beneficiaries
per country
DE=2
DK=1
PL=1

DK

nious social-economic development of members. The Association takes part in many international projects and contributes to
the development of sustainable tourism in the Middle Pomerania
region. Project partner in Sweden – Foteviken Museum – aims to
show maritime archaeology and history via modern IT-techniques
as well as presenting the Viking Reserve. The second project
partner from Sweden – the Vellinge Municipality – has its roots
far back in history and is known today as a good place to live and
to visit. Partner from Denmark – Center for Regional and
Tourism Research is a research-based consultancy situated on
the island of Bornholm and carries out consultancies, development projects and research projects.

Information about all 4 projects
approved during the first call
will be presented to you in our
Newsletter.

DE

General objective of project
UNITED is to support the sustainable development and proPL
motion of the South Baltic
Region by creating a joint crossborder thematic route “Vikings
and Slavs in search for common heritage” connecting regions of
Middle Pomerania, Bornholm and Southern Sweden. The unique
landscapes and rich multicultural heritage of these regions provide good conditions for development of environmental friendly
tourism, such as bicycle tourism. All the three regions have well
developed bicycle routes, but there is a lack of one big cross
–border route uniting the area. The project is going to build an
attractive and competitive bicycle thematic route suitable for
environmental friendly tourism and sport activities. Creation of
the route will be connected with the use of high technology communication systems, such as GPS bicycle routes information system and website with interactive bicycle route maps. Project
partners are going to develop a mobile information system containing GPS application for mobile technology solutions, MP3 –
file, images, amenities and assets of local and regional history,
nature and cultural environment.

The implementation of the
project star ted in August
2008. Four partner meetings
RU DK
DK=3
have already taken place and it
PL=6
is assumed at least 4 meetings
DE
PL
will be organize in one year –
LT=4
each in different country – in
SE=7
order to ensure smooth project
DE=8
SE
LT
implementation. At the current
RU=1
stage, the project website is
being developed as well as the
GPS information system. The “Compass” will keep you informed
you about the further development of this project.
Approved projects/Project partners
per country

General info about the project
Project title:
Programme measure:
Project budget:
Lead Beneficiary:
Project partners:

Project duration:

United in diversity (UNITED)
2.3.
1 MEUR (790 000 EUR ERDF)
Association of Communes and Districts of the
Middle Pomerania Region, Poland
Foteviken Museum, SE
Vellinge Municipality, SE
Centre for Regional and Tourism Research, DK
25 months

Contact
The Association of Communes and Districts
of the Middle Pomerania Region
Project co-ordinator:

Czes∏aw Zdrojewski: dyrektor@ko-pomerania.pl
Financial manager:

Agnieszka Starczewska: agnieszka.starczewska@ko-pomerania.pl
Information officer:

Joanna Minkiewicz: joanna.minkiewicz@ko-pomerania.pl
ul. Dworcowa 11-15
75-589 Koszalin, Poland
phone/fax: +48 94 343 34 45
www.ko-pomerania.pl

The Lead Beneficiary – Association of Communes and Districts
of the Middle Pomerania Region has its office in Koszalin,
Poland. The main objective of the Association is to support the
idea of the territorial autonomy and co-operation for the harmo-

The “Compass” thanks to Ms Joanna Minkiewicz,
Information officer of UNITED project, for the contribution.
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Who is who in the JTS?
The Joint Technical Secretariat (JTS) is responsible for the day-to-day management of the South Baltic Programme. Tasks
include project consultations, assessment, monitoring, and Programme promotion. The JTS also support the Steering
Committee, the Monitoring Committee, the Managing Authority, the Certifying Authority and the Audit Authority in their tasks.

r Jacek Zaucha
Head of JTS

r El˝bieta Godderis
Project Manager

r Marta Plichta
Programme Manager

r Jens Masuch
Project Manager

r Ma∏gorzata Zdunek
Financial Manager

r Akvile Normantiene
Information Manager

Joint Technical Secretariat
ul. Rzeênicka 58
80-822 Gdaƒsk, Poland
tel. +48 58 761 00 30
r Dominika Butkiewicz
Office Manager

fax. + 48 58 761 00 30
Detailed contact information available at www.southbaltic.eu
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South Baltic Programme
in your region:

Contact Point
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
-

Rostock

Please shortly introduce yourself (your professional experience) to our
newsletter readers.

advance is the general project idea, some information about the
planned partnership and the major activities the applicant wants to
organize. We also ask them for the total budget size. Consultations
take place at our office in Rostock and we usually need one to two
hours.

Ronald Lieske: I am an engineer of urban and spatial planning and have been working with
INTERREG programs for last 8 years. As a project
officer I have been also responsible for assessing
projects and monitoring their implementation.
What I have recognized is that most of the problems could have been avoided if better planned from the beginning.
What motivates me very much is to see the growing number of ties
between European regions.

What are the main questions/problems that potential beneficiaries
encounter during the development of application?
All applicants want to know if their project idea could be realized
within the South Baltic Programme. Some of them are also looking
for partners. And, of course, we try to serve them with the help of the
JTS and the other regional contact points. Most applicants also
appreciate our feedback on their planned project structure and the
foreseen budget.

Valeria Jana Schwanitz: During the last funding period I
have worked in the three-country-corner of Poland, the
Czech Republic, and Germany. There, we initiated different cross-border projects and wrote successful applications. Now I am back to Rostock, where I studied physics.
My second university degree however is economics. Work in an international environment is inspiring for me. You can catch up some
phrases and you can learn about other people’s ways of thinking.

What would be your recommendations to the projects that are willing
to apply to our Programme?
Potential applicants are kindly invited to contact us and provide us
with a short description of their project idea. Having a first look, we
then can give feedback if their idea would be interesting for the Programme. We also offer individual consultations and we organize information events such as lead applicant seminars. There applicants can
obtain detailed information about the Programme and how to fill in
the application.

Have you been approached by many applicants during the second
call for proposals? Do they prefer contacts by phone, email or direct
consultations?
Yes, we have been approached by applicants, but we also approach
them. We organize regularly different kind of information seminars
giving advice, e.g. how to develop a project within the South Baltic
Programme framework and how to fill in the application form. Some
applicants also ask for individual consultations. So they come to us
and we discuss their project idea which usually takes one to two
hours. But of course, phoning and emailing is possible, too.

Finally, how can you be reached by the potential applicants seeking
for consultations?
Simply call us at our office in Rostock at +49-(0)-381-454 84 5210
or +49-(0)-381-454 84 5284. If you prefer emailing, then write to
sbp@eu.baltic.net. We are looking forward to your project ideas!

How do you organize the consultations? Does the interested projects
should be prepared in advance?
Usually, applicants contact us by phone or email and we set a date
for an individual consultation. Projects are then asked to shortly
describe their idea on a page or two. What we would like to know in
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South Baltic dictionary
We hope that this small dictionary will help you to quicker find project partners and friends in the South Baltic area countries.
Check our next newsletter for continuation!
ENG

DK

DE

Hello

Hej

Hallo

How are you?

Hvordan har du det? Wie geht es Ihnen?

Thank you

Tak

Good-bye

Farvel

LT

PL

SE

Labas

CzeÊç

Hej

Jak si´ masz?

Hur ma° r du?

Danke

Kaip sekasi?
Ačiu–

Dzi´kuj´

Tack

Auf Wiedersehen

Iki

Do widzenia

Hej da°

Project

Projekt

Projekt

Projektas

Projekt

Projekt

Co-operation

Samarbejde

Zusammenarbeit

Bendradarbiavimas

Wspó∏praca

Samarbete or Samverkan

European Union

Den Europæiske
Union

Europäische Union

Europos Sàjunga

Unia Europejska

Europeiska Unionen

South Baltic
Cross-border
Co-operation
Programme

Grænseregionalt
EU-Programm
samarbejdsprogram “Südliche Ostsee”
for den sydlige
Østersø

Pietu˛ Baltijos
bendradarbiavimo
per sienà programa

Program Wspó∏pracy Gränsregionala
Transgranicznej
programmet
Po∏udniowy Ba∏tyk
South Baltic

Colleague

Kollega

Kollege

Kolega

Kolega

Kollega

Beer

Øl (Ø = oe)

Bier

Alus

Piwo

Öl

South Baltic cuisine Lithuania
KUGELIS (Lithuanian potato dish)
Kugelis is often considered one of the main Lithuanian national dishes. The recipe is a bit time consuming but well worth the work put into
it. Kugelis may be garnished with sour cream, onion, or spirgai (fried
pork underskin fat).
You will need:
10 large potatoes (about 3 kg.)
1 medium onion, very finely chopped
5 slices of bacon
2 tea spoons of salt
1/4 tea spoon of pepper
3 eggs
2 table spoons of flour
1/2 cup of hot milk

How to make it?
Peel and shred potatoes. Dice bacon. Fry bacon over medium heat until it has softened and begun to release it's grease. Stir in the onion and
cook until softened and translucent. Pour onion and bacon over potatoes. Add hot milk then add eggs, one at a time and beat after each addition. Add pepper and salt and flour; mix well. Pour into greased heavy skillet or pan. Bake at 220 degrees C for 15 minutes. Reduce heat to
200 degrees C and bake 45 minutes longer until it is golden brown and crisp. Cut into squares. Serve hot with sour cream, onion or “spirgai”.
Skanaus! (Enjoy your meal!)

Contact us
Your opinion is important. We are waiting for your comments and further feedback (email: akvile.normantiene@southbaltic.eu)
For further information please visit our website www.southbaltic.eu or feel free to contact our Secretariat:
Joint Technical Secretariat of the South Baltic Programme
Ul. Rzenicka 58, Gdansk, Poland
phone: + 48 58 761 00 30
email: southbaltic@southbaltic.eu
www.southbaltic.eu
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